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French for Travelers is the simplest way to get by in French, both before you go and while you're

there. It includes all the French you need to get to your hotel, read a menu, navigate the sights, and

much more. You can learn as much as you need - up to 900 essential words and phrases, and

listen to dialogues to get a feel for the language before your trip.
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I purchased Fodor's French for travelers a short time before a weeklong vacation in Paris. The

audio cassettes are extremely helpful! They contain phrases that are spoken clearly and cover

nearly every travel situation you might have on a typical vacation. This is by no means a

comprehensive language course, but you can learn some useful basic phrases that will help you to

get by and be understood while on a trip to a french speaking city or country. The tapes are

organized by travel situation, such as "At the Airport," "Going through Customs," "Socializing," and

"At The Restaurant." There is even a section for communicating with Doctors and Nurses in case

you become ill while on your trip. The compact size of the book made it easy to carry with me while

traveling, so it was easy to look up whatever I needed to know at the moment I needed to know it.

Not only is the phrase organization of the book good, but it has many helpful and useful tips for

getting around France. It helps you to understand the customs of French politeness and manners

that someone not native to France would necessarily know. I think this tape is good for those who

have little or no knowledge of the language and would also make a quick refresher for those more

advanced in the study of French. I recommend this book and its accompanying cassettes (there are



2) to anyone traveling to France for the first time. I know my trip was more enjoyable because I

spent some time with this program.

Having had a year of French in college, I was concerned that this Audio book would be too basic for

me, but I found out it wasn't! It does cover some very basic things (greetings, numbers, etc.) which

would be more helpful for beginners, but it also covers typical situations in a trip (airport, restaurant,

accommodations, etc.), for which the vocabulary and grammar may not be learned until advanced

level courses.It comes with 2 Audio CD's of about 70 minutes each, broken into 12+ lessons. The

book has all the phrases/conversations in the CD's, plus some additional tips/info, as well as a

dictionary section with vocabulary targeted for travelers. The book has 260+ pages and it is of very

small size, so it is ideal for carrying it around in your trip.I listened to the CD's while driving, though I

recommend reading the corresponding lessons afterwards or in advanced to listening to the disc, as

it helps to associate the spelling to the pronunciation. The CD's mostly have words and phrases in

them, but they also have small conversations at a bank/restaurant/hotel/airport depending on the

lesson. Each word/phrase in the disc is spoken once in English and then twice in French, so you

can't miss it if you're paying attention.I strongly recommend this item, even if you already have basic

understanding of French, as it will help you communicate and get around in your trip!

i just returned from my first trip to paris. although i had two years french in college, that has been

~14 years and i was fairly concerned about being able to communicate well. i did some review work

with conversational french tapes and was going to depend on that when a friend pointed this book

out to me. i bought it to take along.this book is a treasure trove of useful phrases and cultural

information, a lot of which is not in the travel guides. the dictionary at the back was very useful,

although i wish it had been a bit more comprehensive. between the dictionary and some college

french, i was able to enjoy paris IN french, instead of broken english. i hope it brings you the same

benefits.

I used this book to review my french before a trip to Paris. I've used several similar books by other

authors in the past. This one is the best. The dictionary in the back, and the section on grammar

were very helpful. Highly recommended.

I bought this book used and it arrived in good advertised condition.This book is old school but, In my

mind, the series is one of the better language learning systems that is light but more comprehensive



than some. The reason I say that is it walks the line between a common phrase book and a

comprehensive language book. The phrase books like a Berlitz are nice and handy to have in your

pocket while traveling, but they have little grammer explanation. Comprehensive language books

are great too for those looking to seriously dive into learning a language. I've tried that route, but

find that my dreams of learning the language are greater than my ambition. So, I like this Living

Language series because it seems to strike a nice balance.This book/tape has all the phrases and

goes a little further than the typical phrase book and exposes the learner to more grammer,

sentence structure, verbs and increased vocabulary that a serious traveler will need. I think it is

perfect for pre-study before going to a country. It's probably a little too large to be a practical pocket

phrase book one might keep in their pants pocket.The bonus is that the Living Language has an

accompanying cassette tape or CD that you can follow along with. It didn't come with my book but I

already had the Tape (yes, I'm old school). I have the same Living Language book/tape (or CD)

package in other languages that have been very helpful in pre-travel language learning that IMO

really give the traveler a headstart in language exposure prior to the boots hitting the ground, which

I feel enhances the travel experience. Audio in the car and follow along with the book when ya can.

If you approach it that way, you get a good run-down of the language and, like I say, more

rewarding to the traveler.
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